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Ear Hook Style 1

Over - The - Head
with Earcup PTT

Industrial

Ear Hook Style 2 

Stereo Headset

ABN: 13 082 026 024

The 7PR ear hook with flexible boom 
is extremely good for long periods of 
wear. The unique ear hook removes 
the weight from the ear canal and 
the flexible boom microphone is easy 
to adjust for close placement to the 
users mouth. Suitable for moderately 
noisy night clubs and outdoor use. 

This is a Over-The-Head mounting 
noise attenuating headset with an 
ear cup mounted PTT switch. Refer to 
our Cable and PTT section for 
compatible leads. These are 
especially popular in the car racing 
industry. These have blue coloured 
ear cups.

The model 6AVBH is a Behind-The-
Head fitting and the 6AVOH is a 
Over-The Head model McKay 
headset. It utilizes an active noise 
canceling microphone. The unique 
design allows this model to be used 
with our WPTT Push-To-Talk 
assemblies for a wide range of 
popular two way radios. It is also 
compatible with our aviation leads. A 
Single sided Muff version is also 
available Part 6AVOHS.

The 9SB ear hook with semi rigid 
boom  is extremely good for long 
periods of wear. The unique ear 
hook removes the weight from the 
ear canal and the semi rigid boom 
microphone is easy to adjust to 
ensure user comfort. 

The 6HNHS is a Dual earcup stereo 
headset. These are popular in the 
racing industry where clear audio is 
required in medium noise 
environemnts. This comes standard 
with the appropriate radio connector 
and our reliable MPTT Push-To-Talk 
assembly.

Headsets

5LWBH5LWBH

Behind - The - Head 
with Earcup PTT

Light Weight
The 5LWHS is an excellent all round 
lightweight accessory. The single ear 
pad provides a high level of comfort 
for extended periods of wear. The 
easily adjustable passive noise 
canceling microphone is very 
effective in reducing back ground 
noise. This product now includes our 
heavy duty polyurethane cabling, 
which has been upgraded in size for 
more durability.

This is a Behind-The-Head mounting 
noise attenuating headset with an 
ear cup mounted PTT switch. Refer to 
our Cable and PTT section for 
compatible leads. These are 
especially popular in the car racing 
industry.

Twister
The 5LWBH Ultra Light headset is a 
behind the head style with a single 
left earphone. Both the microphone 
and speaker have replaceable foam 
covers. The ultra lightweight frame 
offers superior comfort in the most 
active environments. This comes 
standard with the appropriate radio 
connector and our reliable MPTT 
Push-To-Talk assembly.


